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Administrators cut 
• • • m reorgan1zat1on 
By_ Einar Sunde 
The University is operating with 
35 fewer positions this year, a 
result of efforts to trim the budget 
by $2.3 million. 
The eliminated positions are 
part of a major administrative 
reorganization announced by 
President Evelyn Handler last 
month. 
Of the 35 eliminated positions, 
23 were vacant because of the state 
wide hiring freeze ordered by 
Governor Hugh Gallen last spring. 
Only one of the 12 people laid off 
was not an administrator. 
Seventeen of the 35 positions 
were cut from PPO&M, eight of 
which were vacant at the time of 
the reorganization. Other 
positions were cut from athletics, 
university relations, and public 
safety. 
support for the 1981-82 school 
year. 
Trustees also raised UNH 
tuition by $200 to eliminate the 
need for further cuts. 
The division of Physical Plant 
Operations and Maintenance 
(PPO&M) has been replaced by 
"Fatilities Services," which 
includes divisions of engineering 
and maintenance, custodial 
services, facilities planning and 
public safety. 
The new plan combines four 
maintenance teams into two, and 
groups the craft shops 
(electricians, carpenters and 
pipefitters) under one director, 
instead of two. 
Other administrative reshuffling 
includes the appointment of Greg 
fulnborn as dean of_student affairs. 
CUTS, page 5 
Freshmen gather on President Evelyn Handlen' lawn for the annual picnic.(Henrl Barber plloto) 
Former UNH instructor 
John Hose, executive assistant 
to the president, said the cuts 
represent about $585,000 in 
savings. He added that "clear 
effort" was made to protect 
academic areas from cuts. 
"Far, far less was cut from 
academics than from non-
academic areas," Hose said. 
A faculty advisory committee 
headed by Gordon Haaland, vice 
president for academic affairs, was 
formed to recommend academic 
priorities. 
Book thief apprehended in Colorado 
Haaland said cuts in academics 
have been minimal, although he 
said there will be "an impact" on 
the ordering of equipment and 
supplies. 
The University budget was 
ordered cut by University System 
Trusteees, who were faced with a 




By Darryl Cauchon 
A faculty member and four 
former employees of the defunct 
Center for Industrial and 
Institutional Development (CIID) 
are countersuing UNH for $4 
million. 
The University of New 
Hampshire, filing suit on July 7th 
in the Strafford County Superior 
Court, said John R. Haskell of 
Kittery Point, Maine, Donald A. 
Moore of Newcastle, Professor 
Louis Klotz of Newcastle, Harold 
B. Noel Jr. of Durham and Audrey 
Savage of Newcastle diverted 
CIID business to Durham 
Industrial Incorporated (DU) 
while still employed by the 
university. 
The countersuit,filed September 
I st, claims that the suit by the 
University is intended to openly 
harm their reputations and newly 
formed business "through fal~e, 
scandalous, malicious, defamatory 
and untrue libels." 
The suit against the University 
claims that adequate evidence can 
not be obtained to prove the 
University's accusations are true. 
Moore and Klotz are 50 percent 
shareholders in Durham 
Industrial Incorporated which 
was established on February 
10, 1981. Klotz is president and 
a1rector of the company and 
Moore is chairman, treasurer and 
director. Haskeli, Noel and Savage 
are ·also employed by DII. 
After the University cancelled 
the CUD pr~gram an_d examined 
SUIT, page 4 
By Darryl Cauchon 
A 39-year-old former UNH 
student and part-time instructor 
has been arraigned on charges of 
interstate transportation of stolen 
property of 384 university library 
books, valued at over $6,000. 
Raymond Edward Gerrish, a 
resident of Dover and Madbury, 
never reached his Californian 
destination when he was 
apprehended August 16 in 
Boulder, Colorado, where Boulder 
police had staked out his friend's 
residence. 
University Campus Police Sgt. 
Robert Prince, having already 
recovered 227 missing library 
books Gerrish allegedly left 
behind, informed Boulder police 
that he believed Gerrish planned to 
stop in Boulder. 
A search of Gerrish 's Ryder 
rental truck revealed thousands of 
books, 384 which belonged to tne 
UNH Dimond Library. Books 
were also found belonging to the 
Dover and 'Concord High Schools 
and Whitman College of Walla 
Walla, Washington. 
G1:Trish had b en employed by 
the high schools but Whitman 
College has no idea how Gerrish 
obtained their books. 
Hundreds of unmarked books, 
notepads, pens and pencils were 
also found, but rightful ownership 
cannot be determined, Prince said. 
The office supplies are believed to 
be the property of the university 
physics department. 
The FBI has been called to 
handle the Gerrish case because 
state lines had been crossed and the 
stolen property was in excess of 
$5,000. 
Gerrish had not been an enrolled 
student or an employed instructor 
at UNH since 1979, but often 
rambled about the university area 
talking with professors, sitting in 
on classes, and pursuing his 
interest in reading. 
The topics of the stolen books--
physt s, r 1 • and philosophy-
were subjects that interested 
Gerrish. 
University Librarian Donald 
Vincent said he believes that 
Gerrish got the books out through 
a faculty lounge door that is 
frequently left unlocked. Gerrish 
had often used the lounge, talking 
with professors or claiming to be a 
teacher himself. 
"Gerrish pretended to be a 
continual graduate and sometimes 
pretended to be a member of the 
faculty," Vincent said. "He was 
older so he looked like a faculty 
member." 
.. This {the book losses) had gone 
It may look like basic training, but these freshman are at a different kind of camp. Some 270 freshmen attended 
Freshman Camp •st held in Center Ossippee, N.H; (Photo by Jonathan Blake) 
on over a period of years." said 
Vincent. ••He was totally familiar 
with the system. He knew all the 
ins and outs of the college. It 
wasn't like an outsider coming in; 
it was an inside job.,. 
Suspicion of Gerrish •s possibler 
heist was raised when Valentine 
Dusek, a university philosophy 
professor, noticed books he had 
recommended to Gerrish had 
disappeared. 
"One time he saw me reading a 
book and shortly afterward a book 
on the same topic, the one right 
next to it, was missing a few days 
later." said Dusek. 
Dusek said he also noticed 
twelve volumes of fifty pertaining 
to The Boston Station In The 
Philosophy of Science missing, 
which was more readin-g material 
which Dusek said he had 
recommended to Gerrish. 
Dusek said he confronted 
Gernsn and- asked if he knew 
anything of the missing volumes 
and to return them if he possessed 
them. Gerrish denied any 
knowledge of the volumes 
whereabouts, Dusek sa~d. 
Not yet satisfied, Dusek 
examined some boxes Gerrish had 
allegedly stored in Professor Dale 
Broderick's house. The boxes 
contained 227 books missing from 
the Dimond and Physics Library. 
"We discovered them on a 
weekend but · we wanted to 
confront Ed (Gerrish),.. said 
Dusek. "We waited around and 
when he came to pick up the boxes 
we said we had found all these 
library books and was it agreeable 
to him to return them. He agreed 
and left for California . ., 
The two professors returned the 
books to librarian Bob Reed on a 
Saturday, but when Vincent later 
learned of the incident he called 
campus police. 
•~1 don't think he was going to 
sell them because of the specific 
interests in what those books 
represented,,. Vincent said. "He 
liked books. He was obsessed with 
books and reading." 
A court date for Gerrish is. 
scheduled for September 23 or 24. 
The books returned to the 
Dimond Library are now being 
held at the campus police station as 
evidence, Prince said. 
Gerrish had been working for 
Bo •s Express, a local pizza delivery 
service. before his departure for 
California. 
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Biker bruised, b~arded .. bankrupt UNH; it's not what 
$y Jackie MacMullan 
To prepare for his cross-country 
bicycle trip this past summer, 
UNH senior Bobby Slein peddled 
to Dover and back. 
The eight mile jaunt was not a 
good indication of what lay ahead 
for Slein and three of his friends 
from his hometown of Worcester, 
MA. 
On May 27, they embarked on a 
3000 mile trip that took 41 days 
' and led the cyclists on a winding 
tour through the hills and valleys 
of Nevada, U tab, Idaho, 
Wyoming, South Dakota, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, 
Ontario, Canada, New York, -and 
Massachusetts. 
"The first few days I was so sore 
I could barely walk," the energetic 
resident assistant of Congreve Hall 
said. "But once we go going, there 
was no stopping us." 
With IJ',inimal cash, about 50 
pounds of gear, and fresh 
-crew cuts, Slein, and his 
friends b<t Uill, Tom Monn, ana 
Bill Bibaud took to the road. They 
ended up sending half of their 
clothing and equipment home. 
When they reached their final 
destination. Worcester. thev had. 
less than $20, and full beards 
and moustaches -• 
It was the people they met along 
the way and the generosity they 
received that made it all worth it, 
Slei11 saj_d. 
"It definitely restored my faith in 
human nature," he stressed. 
"Everywhere we went people were 
i;:ooting us on." 
The quartet pitched their tents 
everywhere, from campgrounds to 
the back of a laundromat during 
the journey. One nig_ht the}'. even 
stopped at a local pohce station to 
find out the cheapest arrest that 
would allow them to get a good 
night's sleep behind bars. 
"The cops, said the going rate 
was $27, and that didn't include 
breakfast," Slein laughed. "They 
NEWS BRIEFS 
did steer us to a c11,urch up the 
road, though." 
The caretaker of the · church, 
located in Manitowic, Wisconsin, 
offered the backyard of the 
rectory, but then changed his mind 
because the tent stakes would have 
ruined the neatly trimmed lawn. 
"The next thing we knew, he was 
asking us if we minded sleeping 
inside," Slein said. "He made us 
pizz.a, and gave each of us our 
bedroom with a private bath." 
While in Fairmont, Minnesota, 
the students ran into an owner of a 
bike shop who found them a place 
to stay for free, gave them a list of 
campgrounds throughout the 
Marching Band 
The 1981 Wildcat Marching Band will make its season debut at 
halftime of this Saturday's football game between UNH and 
American International College (AIC). The band, under the 
direction of Larry Lang, has 125 members, twice the number of last 
year's ensemble. 
This season's show will include a drum corps style and numbers 
such as Kool and the Gang's "Celebration" and "El Gato Triste" by 
Chuck Mangione. 
New uniforms for the band have been furnished by the Universi~y 
and the Elliot Fund of the Alumni Asociation. The band will 
perform at all home games, away games at ~CONN and URI, two 
New Hampshire band shows and parades m Woburn, MA. and 
Exeter, N.H. 
The marching band is open to any interested students. Auditions 
are for placement only and non-musicians are welcome to join _flag 
or rifle squads. Reh~arsals_ are Mond8:Y, Wedn~s?ay~ and Fnday 
nights and students will receive one credit for participatmg. Anyone 
interested should call Larry Lang at the music department at 2-2404. 
Ski Reporters 
Anyone interested in covering the Ne~ Hampsh~re A~pine Racing 
Association (NHARA) and UNH ski teams this wmter should 
contact the UNH ski coaches as soon as possible. Call 862-1850 for 
men's and 862-1822. Position should be filled by someone with 
photography and writing skills, who enjoys skiing. State-wide skiing 
privileges will be provided. 
Weather 
Today will be cloudy then partly sunny late in the day, ac~ordi~g 
to the National Weather Service in Concord. Temper~tures will be m 
the high 70's with· lows in the 50's_ tow~rd the e~enmg_. . 
Saturday will ~e s~nny with highs m the 70 s agam, and hght 
variable winds. 
country, and topped off his 
hospitality by treating the riders to 
a huge steak dinner at his home. 
freshmen expected 
Not all the sleeping conditions 
were quite as plush, however. One 
time, the tired bikers were sleeping 
in Newcastle, Wyoming, when at 4 
a.m., a rain and thunderstorm 
mad~ the group pull camp faster 
than they ever had. 
The travelers usually stopped in 
diners and fast food restaurants for 
their meals. The waitresses were 
generous in their portions and 
of ten gave them a break on their 
tab8.!_~lein said. 
SLEIN ,page 18 
By Kathy Kupovics 
So it's September. The hint of 
red in the leaves are a constant 
reminder that summer's almost 
gone. Classes have begun, and 
with them have the college careers 
of approximately 2,220 freshmen 
here on campus. 
Freshman Mary Taxiera, of 
Christensen Hall, enjoys being a 
first year student, saying, "I think 
it's great. The R.A. 's are great, and 
the upperclassmen have an 
excellent attitude towards 
freshmen. There are a lot of other 
schools where freshmen are looked 
down on." 
Quite a few freshmen 
interviewed shared the feeling that 
upperclassmen here will give them 
the benefit of their experience. As 
Charlie Bilodeau of Englehardt 
Hall explains, "Everyb~dy's 
receptive. Seniors always give you 
a hand. They're very helpful." 
Freshman Camp proved to be a 
decisive factor on how the 
freshmen approached their 
entrance into a new place. Three 
hundred would-be freshmen 
attended Freshman Camp last 
summer. Barby Lutick, of Stoke 
Hall, was one who went to Camp. 
"r met so m~ny people there. 
Going to Freshman Camp made 
. me more comfortable · about 
coming to UNH. When the school 
.year starts, you already have 
somethng in common," she said. 
Another thing many freshmen 
from New Hampshire have in 
common is, they often end up 
meeting their high school 'buddies 
on the UNH campus. 
Diane Poirier, originally from 
Claremont and presently living in 
Hetzel Hall said; "A lot of my 
friends from Claremont go out 






In an effort to decrease total 
enrollment at the University, the 
admissions office accepted fewer 
students for the fall semester. 
Stanwood Fish, associate 
director of admissions, expects 200 
fewer students to attend UNH this 
fall as a result. 
The University Senate decided to 
limit enrollment at the university 
to 10,500 in 1976. In 1980, more 
than 11,000 students accepted 
enrollment. 
According to.Fish, it is the intent 
of the Admissions Department to 
get back to the 1976 figures. 
"last year we not only had more 
students returning, but there was a 
higher yield of new students than 
expected," said Fish. 
The Admissions Department 
works on . a system of past 
enrollment figures. This is done by 
accepting the number of applicants 
they wish to enroll, and expecting a 
certain number of accepted 
applicants will not attend the 
University. 
The Admissions Department 
was faced with a problem this year 
though, when more students 
accepted enrollment than the 
office had anticipated. 
.ENROLL, page 7 
Stacy Ikerd, of Hitchcock Hall, 
agrees. "Before, I wasn't really 
excited about coming here. But a 
lot of my friends from Milford are 
here. Now I really like it." 
A Ith o u_g h the bi a n n n ~ I 
h. more bdokrush is not somet }ng 
experienced UNH students get 
used to, it is something they've 
come to expect. 
For freshmen, it is just one more 
new and confusing experience. "I 
waited in line for about an hour. I 
couldn't believe it! Is it like this 
every year?" questioned one 
freshman from Christensen Hall. 
Andrea Geluso, on leave from 
Bates, finds UNH "a lot less 
personal. Bates is a lot smaller. 
You know everybody." 
When asked about bookrush, 
she replied: "I haven't been inside 
the bookstore until now. I came 
three or four times before, but 





By Mike Mooney 
A picnic sponsored by the 
International Woman's Group 
and the Dean of Students offices 
was held last Tuesday for all the 
new and returning students from 
foreign countries at U.N.H. 
The purpose of the picnic was to 
get all the students, their host 
families, and representatives from 
the sponsors together and get 
acquainted. Judy Roberts, co-
chairman of the program, 
estimated more than 100 people 
attended. 
Nick Fiistas, a freshman student 
from Greece said, "The picnic was 
a very good time, and I talked to 
many people." Fiistas is one of 
about 10 Greeks. One of the things 
that impressed him most was the 
attitudes of the people he met. 
"Everyone is very friendly, much 
more than I expected," Fiistas 
said. 
Another Greek student, 
Evangelos Vericocakis, echoed 
Fiistas's sentiments agreeing, "The 
whole picnic was great." 
Future events for the foriegn 
students include a welcoming for 
all foriegn students by officials of 
the University Friday night at the 
New England Center. Also 
planned is an ice cream social, and 
a cooking demonstration, 
featuring cooking from various 
countries, 
Foreign students • 'enjoyed a welcome-to UNH p,cnlc Wednesday night. 
(Photo by Tim Lorette) 
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University takes on new look for fall 
The Memori~I Union Building ramp, near completion, was planned and proposed by architecture and 
engineering students. (Tim Lorette photo) 
New r~p not just for handicapped 
By Robin Peters 
The completion of the Memorial 
Union Building ramp is just 
around the corner, · according to 
Skip Devito, manager of planning 
and engineering at Physical Plant 
Operation and Maintenance 
(P.P.O&M). Devito was one of 
many people at P .P .O&M 
responsible for the ramp's 
construction this summer. 
The project, which began. early 
in the summer months, will be 
officially finished with the addition 
of an outside enclosure. The 
enclosure is being installed as part 
of an energy saving strategy for the · 
MUB building. 
Although the new addition took 
a $40,000 chunk out of the UNH 
budget, Devito pointed out there 
~re many advantages to the 
installation of the new ramp. 
The installmenj of the outside 
enclosure, will save the MUB an 
approximate $6,000 in heating 
costs this year he said. Also~ the 
section of the roof which was 
removed for construction 
purposes brightens the inside of 
the MUB noticeably. The 
additional lighting was pre-tested 
at the Illumination Engineering 
Society's conference this summer, 
and immediately implemented into 
the planning. 
"It used to be as dark as a 
dungeon in there," Devito 
reasoned. "The new lighting 
changes the whole atmosphere of 
the building." 
Devito made it clear the ramp 
was not designed only for the 
handicapo..ed....stuctents on campus. 
Inquiring Photographer 
"Under law 504, the handicapped 
must have access to ramps and any 
other equipment which allows 
them to mobilize properly," he 
said. "But the ramp was built wi~h 
everyone who walks in the area m 
mind. I think every student has 
gained from the new addition." 
, But the people who he feels 
gained the most are the students 
who worked long and hard on the 
proposal that set the whole plan 
for the ramp into action. 
Architecture and civil engineering 
students got the idea off the 
ground, he said, and they deserve a 
great deal of the credit for the 
ramp's success. 
"Without student and faculty 
support, the ramp might neve_r· 
RAMP, page 4 
Freshmen, how's UNH so far? 
EILEEN HEALY 
Freshman 
"It's f un. Everyone is really 
friendly, and all my classes seem 
interesting. The University is 
awfully big though." 
LON HENDERSON SHARON GJJJSUN 
Freshman Freshman· 
"J really like the campus. Its easy "I like it a 101, although I'm having 
to get around. it is a very friendly a problem with my schedule. The 
atmosphere, and everybody is very dorms are pretty good, and I like 
friendly." the size of the University." 
By Henri Barber and Tim Lorrette 
JA-NE·RAPALUS 
Freshman 
"I'm having a really good time. My 
classes are kind of big, but alright. 
I've met a lot of friendly people 
from all over." 
GREG MORRJS. 
Freshman 
"It s a /or different from home,· I 
will spend my time more wisely. I 
think it will be a good year both 
academically and socially." 
The ATO fraternity house has been converted to an all womens' 
dorm. (Henri Barber photo) 
ATO now wo1nen 's dor1n 
By Greg Flemll!_ing 
Fifty freshmen are living in the 
former Alpha Tau Omega 
fraternity house this year, which 
, has been leased for at least three 
years to the UNH Department of 
Residential Life by the national 
ATO. 
The house has been renamed the 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton House, 
after a founder of the women's 
rights movement. 
Because of deteriorating 
physieal conditions, financial 
problems, and other difficulties, 
the national A TO closed the 
fraternity in the spring of 1980. 
The house was vacant all last year. 
The cost of leasing the building 
on Main Street is based on the 
occupancy of the building and the 
expenses incurred throughout 
each year, according to Carol 
Bischoff, director of Residentia! 
Life. 
Residential Life will pay to A TO 
the amount received from student 
housing fees, minus the cost of 
operating Stanton House. While 
there is no exact · minimum or 
maximum amount to be paid, she 
said, there is an "expected 
minimum" in the agreement. 
"I'm looking for a break-even 
operation," Bischoff said, "we 
should not in any way lose 
money." 
In preparation for use as a 
women's dorm, the national ATO 
spent about $100,000 in 
renovations, which included new 
electrical wiring, beds, furniture, 
carpeting, and painting., 
"It really looks quite nice," 
Bischolf noted, "a very clear, 
bright, cheery, environment." 
Last year, Residential Life faced 
housing shortages, especially for 
women. As a result, when the lease 
for Stanton House was signed, 
Bischoff and her staff decided it 
would be used to house women. 
The number of lounges used to 
house incomfng freshmen this year 
decreased significantly, to about 
140 according to Bischoff. 
Be~use of lack of rooms in recent 
years, as many as six freshmen are 
sometimes placed in a lounge. 
However, there was an increase 
in the number of triples this year, 
to about 50. That figure, Bischoff 
said was not as high as expected. 
F;eshmen were assigned to the 
house instead of upperclassmen 
because of the tentativeness of the 
'lease last spring. 
"We didn't want our returning 
students to plan on it and then not 
have a place to live," Bischoff 
explained. . . 
Elizabeth Stanton, who died m 
1902, was deeply involved in civil 
rights and suffrage movements for 
50 years. She organized the first 
Women's Rights Convention in 
1848, was the first woman to run 
for the U.S. Congress in 1866, 
served as the first president of the 
National Women's Suffrage 
Associati.on and edited a 
newspaper, "The Revolution." 
Bischoff said the suggestion to 
name the house asfter Stanton 
came from Bill Conk, UNH's 
residential systems manager. Conk 
holds a degree in women's studies. 
Sanborn promoted 
By Kevin Johannesson 
J. Gregg Sanborn, the 
University's vice president of 
Student Affairs, was promoted last 
Tuesday to Dean of Student 
Affairs. 
Both the positions of vice 
president of Student Affairs and 
dean of Students were eliminated 
to make way for the new position. 
"The position will help to 
facilitate the programs and 
services provided to the students," 
Sanborn said. 
Sanborn went on to say it might 
be "ideal" to continue to two 
positions, but because of financial 
reasons due to state budget cuts it 
would be impossible. 
According to Sanborn, the main 
reason the new position was 
established was to bring the 
students and administration closer 
so that they might work together 
and create unity between the 
students and the faculty. 
"Most importantly, the change 
was made because the administra-
tion wants to be more accessible to 
the students at large and the new 
position would increase the 
interaction with the students, " he 
said. 
Beside w.orking more closely 
with students and making the 
administration more efficient, 
Sanborn does not forsee any major 
changes with the new position. 
"Our goal for tJ}is year will be to 
improve upon what we have 
already done quite successfully. 
To work with the students as much 
as possible and work as student 
advocates on campus,'' Sanborn 
said. 
Sanborn said he would like the 
students to feel free to bring their 
questions to him and the 
administration. He stressed that 
he favors an open door policy 
between the stu~ents a~d the 
ac.fminj~tration. 
,- • I I I 






Self-Defense for Women 
Music Appreciation and Listening 
· Aerobic Exercise 
Bike Maintenance and Repair 
Blues Harmonica 
Introduction to Cake Decorating 






9,10,11, and 12 
8:30 PM until closing 
Wild 
at the new england ce~-
Jttaffotd avenue, dutham, n.h. (603) a•2-zs1S, . 
-RAMP-
(continued from page 3) 
have made it. We started planning 
the proposal about a year and a 
half ago and I think the students 
were both surprised and pleased 
when they discovered how serious 
we were about the project." 
"The ramp has summoned more 
student involvement and energy 
than any other project since the 
Main Street 'Notch' several years 
ago," he added with pride. 
Devito mentioned that plantings 
of flower beds along the front 
walkway would act as the "icing on 
the cake". They will be planted 
sometime in the immediate future . 
"The_ whole project was 
definitely worthwhile and I think 
you'll find the student feedback 
equally positive." he said. "I am 
very, very pleased with the results;" Registration 
'fuesday, Wednesday 
&Thursday 
September 15, 16 & 1 7 
9 am-12 noon 












The Commuter-Transfer - Center needs 
dynamic work-study students for the following 
positions: 
Yo~a 
-Asst. Transfer Orientation Coordinator/ Business Manager 
-2 Program Coordinators to work with faculty, student 
government, etc. 
Memorial Union 
862-1001 Fee Due at 
Registration 





With DJ'S ... 
BRIAN 
PHOENIX 




Sunday Nite Oldies 
Doors open at8:00- UNH ID & Proof of Age. 
Under 18 Not Admitted 
Photo Editor 
Photographers 
Advertising Sales Staff 
Business editor 
Reporters / Writers 
Layout / Design Staff 
Apply NOW at the Commuter-Tran~/er Center 





of GENERAL HOSPITAL 
is coming to UNH 
for your entertainment 
and curiosity 
SEPTEMBER 19th 




Tickets available· in 
advance or at the door 
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~-~. CUTS-~--
( continued from page I) 
Sanborn's new position covers 
responsibilities of the previous 
positions of vice president for 
student affairs and dean of 
students. 
Raymond Erickson, dean of the 
graduate school, has taken on the 
new responsibilities of associate 
vice president of academic affairs, 
previously a vacant postion. 
Jeffery Onore, formerly the 
interim director of student 
activities and the Memorial Union 
Building, will become director of 
those areas. 
Another associate director, 
John Lockwood, will become 
director of research, reporting to 
Haaland. 
Things, Ceiling Things, 
New Baby Things, Balloon Things & 
Balloon Bouquets, Kids Things & 
Questionable Things & Things 
& 
Things 
Durham Shopping Center, 




MUSO FILM SERIES 
Presents 
COAL IIIIIER'S DAUIHTER 
Sissy Spacek, Tommy Lee Jones 
Directed by Michael Apted 
September 13th 
Strafford Room, MUB 
7:00 & 9:30 PM 
Admission $J.OO 
Special season rate pass available at the door 
$7 .50 for 14 movies 






lllhlll ¥OU Wall! 
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR: 
REDUCTIONS/STAPLING/ COLLA TING 
XEROX 8200 DUPLICATOR 





Open Six Days 
8:30-5:30 M-F/ 8:30-12:00 Sat. 
JanKlns court • Durham 




SPECIAL SERVICES: Provides free academic-related 
support services including study skills instruction, 
subject-area tutoring, writing and reading instruction; 
also, academic and personal advising. The program 
serves low-inclome, physically handicapped, and first-
generation college students. Contact Special Services to 
determine your eligibility for participation. Monday-
Friday, Robinson House, Rosema.ry Lane, 8 a.m.-4:30 
p.m. , 862.;1562. . 
ARMY ROTC INFORMATION SYMPOSIUM: 
Cadets will answer questions about the program, 
financial opportunities, and the Army. NOTE: Change 
in meeting place. Monday, September 14, Williamson 
Lounge; Tuesday, September 15, Stoke Lounge; and, 
Wednesday, September 16, Christensen Lounge. All at 7 
p.m. 
FIELD EXPERIENCES: Available to selected majors 
in the College of Liberal Arts, Life Sciences and 
Agriculture, Engineering and Physical Sciences, and the 
Whittemore School; and to Career Option Minors and 
AA Students. This college course is based on an 
academically relevant job. See your adviser or DCE 
Coordinator of Field Experiences, Verrette House, 862-
1184. 
MARINE PROGRAM'S RESOURCE CENTER: 
Includes a collection of .scientific and technical reports 
which may circulate among UN H faculty, s_taff, and 
students. Monday-Friday, Marine Program Building, 8 
a.m.-4:30 p.m., 862-1889. Located in metal building 
attached to Kingsbury. 
WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM: Individual courses 
on women and literature, history, business, psychology, 
film, etc., and minor option. For further information, 
call 862-2194 for an appointment, or drop by Room 
307 A, Dimond Library. 
TRAINING IN ACADEMIC SKILLS (TASK) 
CENTER: Will help you improve your study skills and 
deal with test anxiety. Services on a one-to-one basis. 
Rooms 35C&D, Stoke Hall, 862-3698. 
SCHOLARSHIPS: Four $250 scholarships will be 
presented in late October. For junior, senior, or graduate 
students in Plant Science, Forestry, or related programs. 
'?Applications and requirements; Dean Rich's office. 
Taylor Hall. Deadline: October I. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
SIMULATION GAMES CLUB: Role playing and 
board games. Friday and Saturday, September 11 and 
12, Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 6 
p.m.-closing. 
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIANFELLOWSHIP 
MEETING: Friday, September 11, Hex·Room, second 
floor, McConnell, 7:30 p.m. Questions, call Brad at 2-
16 I 5 or 868-9729. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION: 
Open meeting. Monday, September 14, Babcock House 
Lounge, 8 p.m. 
LOCAL HONOR SOCIETY OF NURSING: Brown 
bag lun~heon. Sponsored by Sigma Theta Tau Chapter. 
Friday, September 11, Nursing Department, DeMeritt 
House, 12:30-1 :30 p.m. 
MASK AND DAGGER SOCIETY COFFEE HOUSE: 
Open to all interested in theater. Friday, September 11, 
Hennessy Theatre, PCAC, 7:30 p.m. 
BREAD FOR THE WORLD: Opt:n meeting. A 
Christian citizen's movement-advocating a public policy 
for a hungry and impoverished world. Sponsored by 
Students Concerned about World Hunger and United 
Campus Ministry. Sunday, September 13, Grafton 
Room, Memorial Union, 2 p.m. 
JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: Open Meeting. Every 
Wednesday, Senate-Merrimack Room, Memorial 
Union, 6:30p.m.-12 midn~ght . 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed below. 
Registration is required. Call 2-3527 or stop by Room· 
2E, Stoke Cluster. Course fee as noted. 
LOGIN & BATCH TUTORIAL: Sessions on how to 
login to the DECIO or use the Batch facilities ina Cluster. 
Individual sessions, Monday-Friday, September 14-18, 
Stoke Cluster, 8-9:30 a.m. -
BATCH/ CARDS: Course provides information about 
punched-card, batch operation on the DECIO. Monday, 




THE BIi ROOM 
SSS HIGH EARNINGS SSS 
FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS 
National Travel and Martietl119 Company 
•NII• SHertlwe, highly motivated lndlvlduel 
lo reprnent 1t1 colleglat1 travel ,acallon 
program, on campus. 
PART-TIME HOURS FLEXIBLE 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Will TRAIN 
Call (212) 855-7120 (betwNn 11•5) 
WAITE 
CAMPUS VACATION ASSOCIATIONS 
2& COURT STREET 
BROOKLYN. N.Y. 11242 
34 New York St. 
Dover N.H. 
742..()726 
Quality Used and New 
Furnishings 
Come find us, you '/1 like us 


















bas paid positions open for 
projectionists. Movies are 
shown Thursdays and 
Sunday nights1n the MUB. 
Sign up in Room 148, MUB. 
BOOK BAGS DAY PACKS 
*15 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM 
*LARGE SELECTION OF COLORS 
*PRICED FROM $10.95-$29.95 
•~ ··•IL 










AND CROSS-COUNTRY SKI 
EQUIPMENT. 
l/lildtrnt55 [rails 
Pettee Brook Lane 
Durham. New Hampshire 03824 
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30 
Sat. 9-5:00 
Calendar 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11 
ACTIVITIES FAIR: Check out UNH student organizations: 
MUSO,SCOPE, Simulation Games, fraternities, sororities, 
religious groups, and more. Sponsored by Office of Student 
Activities Programming Office. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 
1-4 p.m. 
MEN'S SOCCER: vs. BU. Lewis Field, 3 p.m. 
SA TU RDA Y, SEPTEMBER 12 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: Intersquad. Begins at Field 
House, 9 a.m. 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: UNH Invitational Tournament. 
Lundholm Gym, Field House, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Two exhibits, Reginald 
Marsh: Selected Drawings and Paintings and Faculty Review: 
Harris, Hood, Schnepf. Art Galleries, Paul Creative Arts Center. 
Hours: Monday-Thursday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 
l-5 p.m.; closed Fridays and University holidays. Continues 
through October 28. 
MEN'S FOOTBALL: vs. AIC. Cowell Stadium, l :30 p.m. 
Admission: reserved $6; general $4. . 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13 
SUNDAY EVENING FOLK SERVICE: Contemporary student 
led service. Come and share your gifts and talents. Every Sunday 
throughout the semester. Community Church of Durham, 6 p.m. 
MUSO FILM: "Coalminer's Daughter," starringSissySpacekand 
Tommy Lee Jones. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 
p.m. Admission: $1 or season film pass. 
SIDO_R·E LECTURE SERIES: Human Rights and the Reagan 
Administration. Father Robert Drinan, S. J., National . 
Chairman, Americans for Democratic Action and former member 
of Congress. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 8:15 p.m. 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14 
GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION. LAST DAY TO 
WITHDRAW AND QUALIFY FOR 3/4 TUITION REFUND. 
NEW/OLD CINEMA: "Letter from an Unknown Woman," 
directed by Ophuls. Sponsored by MUSO. Room 110, Murkland, 
7:30 p.m. 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15 
MINI-COURSE REGISTRATION: /Sponsored by Office of 
Student Activities. Room 126, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-12·noon 
and 1-4 p.m., or call 862-1001 for further information. Concludes· 
September 17. " 








~~~ ~ . The Red Carpet 
FTD 
Flower and Gift Shop 
' . Main Straet, Durham, N.H. 
-. ill Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9-5:30,-Sat. 9-5 







Gift Items ~ 
And Decorating Ideas 
WELCOME 
BACK! 
SUBS SYRIANS SALADS 
12 Jenkins Court, Durham 
(Across from The Franklin) 
Monday-Saturday 11 am-2am 
Sunday 11 am-I am 
868-2009 
----.SUIT·-
(continued from page I) 
its revenues, UNH said its.deficit of 
$338,921 was due to ·former 
-director John Haskell~s 
mi_smanagement. 
"The Toss... was so substantial -
that is has necessitated the closing 
of CUD," the suit said. · 
"University administrators were 
repeatedly warned of the c.nn 
financial situation by me, by Don 
Moore~ by Lou Klotz, and by 
others," said Haskell. 
Charges- of misuse of funds were 
filed against engineering professor 
Louis Klotz, who UNH claims the · 
CUD paid $4000 to allow him to 
pay for his family's trip to Europe, 
and other personal uses•. 
Expenses included a haircut, a 
car wash, charges for luggage and 
fittings and an AC/DC converter, 
UNH said. . 
Klotz, however, said he 
provided over 58 pages of records 
of his own expenses and that they 
were approved by ·the vice 
president for Budget a·nd 
Administration. 
• "The travel funds were orovided 
by a ·project I was directing for an 
industrial client," said Klotz. "I 
consider it significant that they had 
to go back in their records to 1979 
to try to rma anytnmg remotely 
connected with my CIID work that 
they could ·question." 
In their suit, UNH said the 
former employees· are bound to a 
"'Conflict of Interest Statement" 
that forb1ds work elsewhere when 
conflict ·of interest exists and they 
.. had actual notice of and full 
understanding the terms.•: 
. The former CIID emolovePs 
deny and knowled¥e of -~!1 ... e 
statement, and said that any 
outside actions by them while 
employed with CIID were· legal. 
Joseph A. Millimet, the lawyer 
representing the Un ivers ity 
declined to elaborate on tne case 
but said, "I 'think it 's a valid lawsuit 
and think that we could win." 
, Jack Middleton, the lawyer 
representing the former CUD 
employees, is vacationing until 
September 21st and could not be 
reached for comment. 
-ENROLL-
(continued from page 2) 
·"This caused · congestion with 
. housing and the University had to 
lease property at local hotels to 
accommodate students," Fish said. 
There were also P,roblems in 
overcrowding of classes, he added. 
"In January 1981, we reduced the 
number (of expected students) by 
100 to 200 for semester 11 , and we 
reduced the enrollment for this 
seme~ter another 200," Fish.added. 
Although final figures are not 
yet in, Fish estimates that there will 
be 10,700 students _on campus this 
fail. . 
Another factor that complicates 
the enrollment problem is the 
number of returning students. 
Many students opt for a semester 
off, or decide to quit school. On the 
other hand, there are a certain 
number of students returning from 
time out of the University. 
Students who take tinie off from 
school are only charged a nominal · 
fee to hold their registration with 
the University, something Fish 
thinks should be changed. 
"If the University would change 
more , we'd have a be-tter 
understanding of students ' 
intentions;' he said. 
This year roughly 9,000 
applications were received and 
2,800 were accepted. Of that 
accrptance figure, 2,200 are 
fres ' man and 600 are transfer 
stu ents. 
Gver ·a period of time," Fish 
sa 1. "we should -gradually head 
ba k in the direction of a 10,500 
en, 'Jllment." 
-__ - ~ ·.· . 
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Welcome to New E1'4gland) Largest 
Discount Shoe Store I . 




FRYE • BASS • DINGO • TIMBERLAND 
HERMAN SURVIVORS • SOREL • NlKE 
BROOKS• NEW BALANCE • PUMA 
CONVERSE • AND MORE! 
RED'S - = 
.... ,. Saturday 
1:31-1 9-5:30 ijroadway Dover 
- - . .... - .- .. ~ ~ -
, .. :THE 
NEW HAMPSHIRE: 
GENTLE·MEN 
Will be holding_ auditions on· 
Sept. 15 & 16 at 8 pm in PCAC 
for: 
ALL MALE VOCALISTS 
Interested in 
a Nine Mem.ber Group!! 
Our motto: "Good singing; good times" 
The quickes way to get 
e erge ymo ey. 
These days a trip to the college book-
store can reduce your available funds to 
SQme small change. Luckily, that's about 
all you need to make the one phone call 
that can replenish your deplet.ed funds 
in a couple of hours. Here's what to do: 
1 ■ Call home. Report the situation, and 
tell the folks they can get emergency 
cash to you fast by phone. 
I■ Ask them to call West.ern Union's 
toll .. free number, 80.J-325-6000 (in Mis-
souri., 800-342-6700)t anytime, day or 
night. "'"hey charge the money and ser-
vic~ fee to their MasterCard* or VISAt 
card. A Western ·Union Charge Card 
Money Order, up to $1,000, will be 
flashed to the Western Union office or 
agent nearest your emergency. 
J ■ Pick up your money-usually within 
two hours-at the local Western Union 
office or agent. There are 8,500 nation-
ally, except in Alaska. Conveniently, 
about 900 locations are open 24 hours. 
It's that e~y. 
Be sure to remind your parents about 
our toll-free number. It's all they need to 
back you up at the bookstore. 
•The MasterCard name is owned by Interbank Card As.'IOeiation. 
tThe VISA name is owned by VISA lnterna~ional. 
Western Union Charge Card Money Order. 






SAVE OP TO 
$2295~1GHT WATCHERS 
S400 OFF First Meeting Fee 




when you attend 12 consecutive 
paid weeks after joining no 
later than September 25, 1981. 
50% Discount 
on WEIGHT WATCHERS 
PARTY and HOLIDAY 
COOKBOOK 
TRETORN 
if you attend a class between 
Sept. 8th and Sept. 25th, 1981 . 
BATA 
ASAHI PUMA 
•795· value, yours for •3•5 ~ ---
Durham 




Thursdays, 9:30 AM, 5:00 & 7:30 PM 
First Parish Congregational Church 
Central & Silver Streets 
LOUISE'S SPORT SHOP WEIGHT First meeting $~ now $8 





Thats why most men 
dread it/~ George Bernard Shaw 
- Next year it's all up to you. Only you 
can decide to start an insurance 
program now. The longer you wait, 
the more it costs. Find out how easy it 
is to begin our college plan, chosen by 
more seniors than any other .•. 
Call the Fidelity Union Life ?. -. . 
Field Associate in your area: Fidelif.Y.: 
Uniontife 
THE STONE CHURCH 
on the hill in Newmarket 
659 6321 
Sept. 11 & 12, Fri. & Sat. 
BLUE LIGHTS 
Dancing 
Coming Thurs. Sept. 17 
Mary McCaslin & Ji·m Ringer 
Tickets $3.75 in advance 
at the Church and Sessions Music, Portsmouth 





• Between Sept. 8th and 25th 
The most successful weight . . 
loa program in the world. Weigh m starts 1 hour ahead. 
For more Information, call TOLL FREE 1-800-572-1810 
WanttoGetlnvOlved?~. 









Fuji "Grand Tourer" 
Fuji "America" 
Durham Bike 
19 Jenkins Court 
Durham 868-5634 
Lotus ( all models) 
Windsor AM3 "Carrera" 
TIRES 





Br_ooks, 5-Star All models 
USED BIKES 
21" Sears "Speed Racer" 27" wheel (green) 
21" Concord "Freedom" 27" wheel (red) 
23" Vista ''Silver Shadow" 27" wheel (black) 
21" Concord 3-Speed 26" wheel (brown) 
Ladies Schwinn "Suburban" 27" wheel (blue) 


















~II new or used bikes carry one year free service and checkups. 
Hours: 9 am to 5 pm Monday-saturday 
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Editorial 
Priorities need to he defined 
Last fall, students changed approximately 
2,300 classes. Add cards accounted for about 
1,300 of these changes. 
When twenty students each tty to add a class 
which has only ten openings, who determines 
the lucky ten, and why? 
According to Kathy Bolduc, assistant 
registrar, the University has no policy to assign 
priority to students who wish to add a class. 
When registration ended Monday ( during which 
students received priority by the number of 
credit hours earned), the decision on which 
stu.dents could add a course was passed on to the 
instructors. 
To clarify any myths about the magical orange 
"priority" add cards, these certificates are only 
issued to help faculty members identify students· 
who need additional courses to complete their 
schedules. The cards in no way guarantee 
inclusion in a class, and because so many cards 
are issued, professors often ignore them. In other 
words, throw the administrative pacifiers away; 
they don't work. 
What are the alternatives? 
The first-come, first-served, scramble is 
anything but fair. Only the first students to push 
their way through the crowd to reach the front of 
the classroom are admitted on the waiting list 
This leaves students who really need the course 
and who have been closed out in the past, by 
similar proceedings, left out once again. 
Something must be done. 
Some departments recognize the need to 
provide some degree of fairness. They have 
issued either vernal or written guidlines to 
provide the instructor with a basis on which to 
allow students to add. Course load, major, class, 
and scholarship are some criteria used. 
Unfortunately, some professors are left without 
guidelines, and others have chosen to simply 
develop their own. 
Assistant Dean of the Whittemore School 
George Abraham explained that WSBE followed 
guidelines which gave priority to 
upperclassmen, particularly WSBE majors. 
However, this past week a student who is 
currently enrolled in WSBE courses experienced 
three diferent policies for addirtg courses. This 
student, like so many others across campus, 
found variations in registration even among 
different sections of the same course. 
There is no excuse for this. 
The student senate and the academic senate 
should push for the passage of a uniform system 
for adding courses, which the University would 
mandate at the departmental level. The 
establishment of the system would help to 
assure students of a fair chance to add courses. 
Students should know ·what to expect when 
trying to add a course and not have to rely on the 
whims of every individual professor on campus. 
h'~ _,.,., 
••■ --•--·-.. ~/(iJ;'U1I ~tit, ·~y,~l 
The New Hampshire 
NEEDS: 
The New Hampshire 
LONNIE BRENNAN. Editor-in-Chief 
JIM SIMiER. Managing Editor 
JACKIE M:1cMlJI.I.AN. News Editor 
LARRY MdiRATH. Sport~ Editor 
HEI\RI HARBER. Photo Editor 
GREG FLEMMING. Managing Editor 
Ell',;AR SUNDE. News Editor 
MARTHA THOMAS. Features Editor 










-you're here to learn 
Old ·and New Staff Meeting 























JEFF DAIGLE. Business Manager 












































The Ne"· Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and 
prints them as space allows. but cannot guarantee the inclusion of 
~ny letter:. 
All letters must be typed. double spaced and a maximum of 500 
words-fo order to be printed. All letters are subjected to minor 
editing. Final decisions· on letters are the editor·s. 
Mail letters to: The Editor. The New Hampshire. Room 151. 
Memorial Union .~1:Iilding. UNH. Durham. N.H. 0J~24 
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J O Gt discount 'lOon art supplies 
for students with UNH I.D. 
Located at 
The NEWINGTON MALL 
on ·the KARI-VAN route 
to Portsmouth 
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Care Pharmacy 
51-53 Ma'in Street 868-2280 










LOOKING FOR-A BED ? 
The futon is a viable and inexpensive alternative to 
conventional bedding materials. Inner springs,.foam, plastic and 
similar materials i:nold ihemselves to the contours of the body, 
thereby holding tense muscles in position. The gentle firmness of. 
the futon gives excellent support to the back and spine,. but 
· enables the muscles to relax. By folding the futon during the day, 
you free up a larger area of living space, a boon jn crowded 
rooms, and with the addition of one or more of our all-cotton 
zabuton floor pillows, you can turn your futon into an attractive 
couch and. seating area. 
The futon can be placed on a board, platform, box spring, 
hammock, or the floor. Ours come in the following sizes: twin 
($75), three-quarter ($85), double ($95), queen ($105), king 
($145). 
You can get your futon at our retail store in Portsmouth. We 
have everything you could possibly want to equip yourself for 
home, trail, and in-between. And while you're in Portsmouth 
visit our brand new clothing store, Wholly Macro! located next 
to our uniQue shor,. M P 1 In aero o o, c. 
89 Market St. 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 
603-436·8338 
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University Forum 
TiID Hilchey First edition 
After one year • • • almost an 
• • • 1nst1tut1on 
When the University Forum was founded a year ago, 
created and nurtured by a disillusioned former New 
Hampshire news editor, Dennis Cauchon, no one, 
including myself, knew quite what to expect. 
Mr. Cauchon 's political convictions were certainly no 
secret to anyone who new him more than just in passing 
(he wore them like woolen lip ·warmers) and to many 
who, perhaps mistakenly, mentioned the words politics, 
sex, drugs, or rock and roll in his presence. 
The humble task Mr. Cauchon set for himself was to 
provide a page in The New Hampshire which would "fill 
the cracks which seperate students, professors and other 
community members." He also promised to offer a lively 
and nonideological forum for everyone interested in 
presenting their ideas and opinions to the University 
community. 
Mr. Cauchon rightfully saw the need to provide more 
space to community members with concerns and the 
courage to present them for consideration by others. 
The University Forum would purposely avoid 
becoming another exclusively student-written section of 
the paper because the The New Hampshire reaches far 
beyond the physical boundaries which define the 
University's hallowed halls. Some, myself included, 
believe cloistered a more accurate description of those 
halls. 
In the tradition of last year's forum page (not for 
tradition's sake, but because it makes sense) I'll be 
soliciting written commentary from professors, students 
and community members in areas I think deserve 
attention. In addition, 111 be accepting unsolicited ideas 
and writings from anyone who takes the time to write. 
There are no restrictions on the issues addressed except 
rhat they reflect the interest of a segment of the 
University. All submissions should be typewritten, 
~ouble-spaced and a~proxim~tely 500 words (2½ pages) 
m length. If the. subJect requires more space, they wiH 
appear in two successive issues. The Editor-in-Chief told 
me University Forum is not to exceed on! page of space 
in the ~riday edition. Don't you hate absolutes. They beg 
exceptions. 
Anyway, the forum page will appear on the page 
preceeding the regular editorial page in every Friday 
paper. If you're interested in submitting a column, 
contact me, Tim Hilchey, at The New Hampshire (862-
1124) or the Student Press (862-2486 ). I'm in one of those 
offices every day all day except Tuesday, Thursday and 
Sunday. Feel free to stop at the Memorial Union 
Building and discuss your ideas, too. 
Letters responding to opinions expressed in University 
Forum will ap_pear on this page (space permitting) and, 
when appropriate, the author of the original article will 
be given adequate space to respond. 
Mr. Cauchon's work last year added a spark to a 
sometimes routine publication and provided an 
intelligently written, often insightful alternative. I, in 
some small way, hope to acheive similar results. Look for 




N .ff .. ·office 
Student Press 
Where we've been ... and where we're going T.H. 
The very first issue of University Forum found us re-
assessing the relationship between the governments of 
Vietnam and the United States, Bernard Gordon, a 
political science professor at the University, advocated 
softening the hard-line approach to dealing with 
Vietnam, ending our trade embargo against that nation 
and making it clear that as Hanoi accomodates, and 
moves its troops out of Cambodia, we will be ready for a 
new relationship. Continued Vietnamese occupation of 
Cambodia has been a continual stumbling block in the 
way of naturalizing relations with Hanoi. 
Gordon contended Vietnam, because of a failing 
economy, is now almost entirely dependent on Soviet 
Bloc countries for keeping its economy afloat. Vietnam, 
in turn, allows the Soviets use of two .former US-built 
military installations at Cam Ranh Bay and Da Nang, 
giving the Soviets an all-year•, warm weather port in the 
Pacific just 800 miles from the massive US naval base in 
the Phillipines, he ·said. 
The following Friday Dennis Cauchon came out 
strongly in defense of the principle of freedom of speech 
in all its various forms. Censorship became an issue last 
semester when the Student Senate refused the Memorial 
Union Student Organization the right to show a 
"pornographic" film as part of their film series. Cauchon 
cited reports from England, Denmark and elsewhere 
which demonstrated no clear links between pornography 
and violence against individuals (in most cases women.) 
The Senate and other community groups fought the 
planned film presentation using that argument. 
But, in the spirit of free speech, Cauchon provided 
space in the same issue for two UNH women to present 
their veiws on the subject. Kim Sherburne and Lorraine 
Martin defined 'pornography as material "having as a 
distiguishing characteristic the degrading and demeaning 
portrayal of women as sex objects to be exploited and 
manipulated." They differentiated between pornography 
and acceptable forms of sexuaUy explicit material by 
calling the later ••erotica," defining that term as the state 
of equality withi,n the relationship of the participants. 
University Forum has addre~sed several other issues. 
Political Science Professor John Voll discussed why 
people are often disheartened by politics, why lobbying 
efforts sometimes lead to disenchantment with 
government and how diligent political activism can get 
desired results. 
While opinions concerning the content of the columns 
appearing in University Forum were varied and many, 
the response to the Forum itself has been overwhelmingly 
favorable. The following is a reprint of a letter to the 
Editor which appeared shortly after the Forum became a 
regular part of the Friday paper. 
To the Editor: 
The addition of the University Forum, a new column 
devoted to the expression of opinions, is a commendable 
move by the staff members of The New Hampshire. 
Members of the University community now have the 
opportunity to espouse their views on whatever issues 
they feel compelled to address and to do so on a page 
devoted solely for that purpose. 
The readers of The New Hampshire will, in turn be 
exposed to an array of opinions on many diverse topics. I 
feel the column will be a popular success. I hope the 
University community, administrators, faculty and 
students will share in my sense of importance in the 
endeavor and cooperate with Dennis Cauchon and The 
New Hampshire to make this forum for the sharing of 
ideas a sucess. 
Kevin Judy 
Philosophy student 
I ho~e _to continue presenting interesting and 
challenging issues for your consideration this year. Some 
areas we1l be examining this semester are the reduction 
~f state funding to the University and how that will 
impact on the quality of education available at UNH 
how James Watt's policy directives will effect th~ 
enviro1_1ment, what _President Ronald Reagan's defense 
plans, if enacted, will do to US-European relations and 
the future of the space program. 
And, of course, 1 'll be waiting to hear from you. 
The University Forum desperately needs: 
An editorial assistant 
To learn the arts of editing and layout 
and take over when I leave this place. 
Several illustrators 
To break u the pages with cartoons, etc. 
(Jonathan Smith, if you're out there, drop a line.) 
Contributi readers 
To provide. fresh ideas and columns. 
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3 Faculty and Reginald 
Marsh exhibit at UNH 
SCOPE entertains with big time 
By Patrick Brennick 
The University Art Galleries in 
the Paul Creative Arts Center 
opene~ yesterday with selected 
dra~mgs and paintings by 
Re~mald Marsh and with a faculty 
review comprised of works by 
Conley Harris, Craig Hood, and 
Scott Schnepf. Hood and Schnepf 
are new in the department and 
Harris has just returned from'a one 
year sabbatical. 
Craig Hood studied at 
Pennsylvania State and the New 
York Studio School before 
attending graduate school at 
India_na ~niversity. He is teaching 
drawmg m the Art department this 
semester. 
Hi~ works concentrate on figure 
draw!ng and painting. An ink 
drawmg, "Opera House" is a 
study of lines, shado~, and 
structure. 
recorded human existence as his 
~ubjects truly enjoyed themselves 
10 places that were their 
playgrounds: the clubs, the beach 
and the street. ' 
Marsh spent : his life recording 
th_e people and places of New York 
City. The subjects of ·Marsh's 
works are lower and middle class 
set in traditional haunts: bars: 
burlesque halls, Coney Island and 
the streets. His drawings sho~ the 
character of the 30's and 40's. 
••rd rather paint an old suit of 
clothes than a new one, because an 
old one has character, reality is 
exposed and not disguised. People 
of wealth spend money to disguise 
themselves." 
By David Elliott 
There are no long mahogany 
des~s _or overstuffed Naugahyde 
~hairs m the SCOPE office. There 
1sn 't even a wet bar. There are a 
collple of old metal desks some 
c~airs _ losing their stuffing, and· 
dirty dishes. It isn't the office of a 
big time concert promoter ... not 
really big time. 
The office is a small room where 
seven people plan, coordinate, and 
carry off seven or eight concerts a 
year for the UNH community. As 
anyone who has been here for a . 
year ca~ tell you, SCOPE (Student 
Committee on Popular Entertain-
ment) is good at its job. Sweet 
Potatoe Magazine calls it one of 
the best-run college concert 
committees in New England. 
The key to its success seems to be 
loads of hard work and a unified 
~earn spirit toward any project that 
1t undertakes. "It's a lot of hard 
work," said SCOPE president 
Dave Carle, the man who makes it 
all go. "I put in twenty to thirty 
hours a week." Scott S~hnepf te~ches drawing 
and printmaking in the 
dep~rtment. and works with 
etch~ngs and lithography. He 
studied as an undergraduate at 
Augustana College at Sioux Falls 
South Dakota, and did hi; 
gra~uat~ wor~ at Kansas State 
Umyers1ty. His works are studies 
of Im~ ai:id structure; his etchings 
are still-hf es and interiors. 
The simple, straightforward 
style brings life to his works-
people move and have character-
istics that are readily seen. In 
"Overcoats and Topcoats" old 
men sta_nd on a street corner ogling 
a passmg woman. They are 
rumpled men with rumpled suits 
standing in front of a men,; 
clothing store. Mannequins stare 
blankly out of the store window 
wearing new ,impeccable jackets. 
Carle spends most of that time holed up in the small office with a I SCOPE president Dave Carle (photo by Carolyn Blackmar) 
phone pressed to his ear. He was 
interrupted from this interview 
three times with various telephone 
calls, including a call from an agent 
in New York City named J.R. who 
wanted to talk about Molly 
Hatchet. Is this the big time? 
Conley Harris, back at UNH 
after a year's absence, has brought 
back. recent paintings and 
d~aw1!1g~ to exhibit. His strongest 
piece 1s Stone Fence in Pasture's 
?ool." A l~vender stone fence runs 
mto a quiet country pool that 
reflects the dying rays of the sun. 
The fence is disintegrating while 
the pool remains as a more perfect 
and lasting object. The use of color 
and texture in Marris's painting is 
most successful in this piece. 
New works by new professors 
and ~ore defined works from a 
return~ng professor complement 
the pieces by Reginald Marsh 
whose w_orks are on display in th~ 
downstairs gallery. 
• • • •••••••••• 
"It's not that I don't iike good 
music, it's just that we could enjoy 
ourselves somewhere ... ., 
Reginald Marsh, who died in 
1954 at the age of 56, wrote this on a 
page of his drawings, and ~t sets the 
tone for the exhibit .of his works 
that opened last night in the 
Universit Art Galleries. He 
The only oil painting in the 
exhibit,"Irving Place Burlesque" 
shows a complete scene of the hall, 
from women onstage in various 
for~s of undress, to men, intently 
starmg. The men are all 
caricatures, crouched as close as 
they can get to the stage without 
falling off their seats. 
"Irving Place Burlesque" also 
shows the architecture of the 
building, the high, arched stage, 
and the curtains. "How can you-
dr~ w a Diesel engine? All of the 
thmgs of the old days were so much 
better to draw. I hate to go down to 
ChaJham Square where they're 
tearmg down the span; the light 
and ~hadow -on the characters 
walking around down there-you 
can't find anything better to draw," 
wrote Marsh before he died. 
Marsh drew often. He 
fashioned his own drawing pads to 
fit into his back pocket so he could 
draw anywhere. Women walking 
down the street would catch his eye 
and he would hastily draw them. A 
history of the times, the 30's and 
40's, in drawings and watercolors 
is on display downstairs at th~ 
University Galleries. 
The show ends on October 
28, and is open Monday through 
Thursday from IO a.m. to 4 p.m., 
and on Saturday and Sunday from 
l to 5 .m. 
As president of SCOPE, Carle 
~as th~ dual responsibility of 
overseemg the organization and 
booking the bands. He attacks the 
latter with particular energy. 
••SCOPE is unique because we are 
dealing with the real business 
world outside of UNH," Carle 
said. "~ deal directly with agents 
and umon contracts when we work 
on any show." A majority of rock 
bands are members of the 
American Federation of Labor-
Congress of Industrial 
~rganizations (AFL-CIO) to 
msure more bargaining power in 
consummating deals. Could be the 
big time. 
Though Carle is ultimately 
responsible for who concert-goers 
see on stage at UNH, he is quick to 
stress that the rest of the committee 
is equally important. "It takes 
ev~ryone to put on a show," Carle 
said. "Everyone is dealing with 
different aspects- of the process 
an~ so. different parts of th~ 
Umvers1ty." · 
Jim Borsai, business manager of 
SCOPE, agrees. "We work as a 
team, everybody has to pull 
together to get the thing off the 
ground." 
• 
Sculpture by UNH graduate Bonnie Reutsch donated to th M' 
an _ope_n house Sunday 2-5 p.m. to introduc~ the fall se e ' di Pond Cente~, D'!rham. The Center will hold 
•ctmg workshops, sculpture, and a seacoast youth orch aesot n s classes. Off ~rm gs mclude dance, martial arts 
. s ra. (photo by Henri Barber) ' 
. As business manager, Borsai is 
m charge of the $41,675 budget 
and the bookkeeping it involves. 
The budget money, a subsidy from 
the ~tudent Activity Fee 
Committee (SAFC) is a key to 
SCOPE's success. SCOPE is able 
to use the fund to help defray the 
cost. of hi~ing a band, thereby 
passmg savmgs to the students by 
loweri~g ticket prices. Carle adds 
t~at with the budget money behind 
him, he_ has more bargaining 
power ~•th agents. Many college 
ent~rtamment comittees, he says, 
rec~eve no financial support from · 
their school administration 
~side from the preside~t and 
~usmess manager, there are the all 
important behind-the-scenes 
people: production manager 
publicity manager, and those i~ 
charge of security and hospitality. 
These are the people who, once the 
show . has been booked, really 
make 1t go. 
As production manager 
Marshall Bowen is in charge of ail 
the technical aspects of the show 
workin~ with the Physical Plant 
Operauon and Maintenance 
(PPO&M) people and the roadies 
who travel with the band. "It 's one 
of_ the more exciting jobs," Bowen 
said _rathe_r b_landly. "rm always 
the first one m, setting up chairs, 
and the last one out, sweeping 
floors." 
Bowen h.as set\ up chairs for 
some pretty good acts. In the past 
SCOPE has brought Little Feat 
Patti Smith, The Marshall Tucke; 
Band, The Allman Brothers and 
~ruce Springsteen. Now that's big 
time! 
Carle and crew have been busy 
over the summer and this first 
week of sch9ol. They have already 
hosted an outdoor show in East-
West Park that featured Face to 
Face and Shane Champagne, two 
hot Boston bands. On October 17 
SCOPE is bringing Larry Elgart 
and his 14-piece orchestra to UNH 
for a homecoming swing dance. 
Though he was not interested in 
what J .R. from New York City was 
offering, Carle said. that he does 
have a special Halloween concert 
planned that should be quite a 
treat. He promises to announce 
more details in a few weeks. 
Looking at their past record, we 
can assume that . Carle is not 
tricking us. Remember, these guys 
at SCOPE are big tiine. 
SUllllller fihns a cut above 
By Stan Olshefski and Patrick 
Brennick 
H_ollywood seems to have 
reahzed that movie audiences want 
to _be entertained, not shocked. 
This summer's films display a 
gamut of pleasing movie formulas . 
Escapism was a major summer 
theme. Films like Raiders Of The 
Lost Ark, Superman II, and 
Dragons/ayer offered audiences a 
refreshing comic book brand of 
a_ppeal. The heroic charm of these 
films made audiences stand up and 
cheer. 
Indiana Jones, the main 
character of "Raiders •: epitomizes 
the _escape theme. Jones combats 
p~nl and adversity with daring and 
~•t. _Th~ characters captured our 
1magmation and the action kept us 
on the edge. 
Expanding on the theme of 
-escapism, fi_lmmakers appealed to 
~ da~ke~ side of the audience's 
1magmat1on. Outland and Escape 
F_r<!m New York paint bleak 
v1s1ons of the fut ure. Filmgoers 
shared the futile struggles of 
characters cast in nightmarish 
conflict. 
Blowout and Eye Of The Needle 
also portrayed this sense of will 
and drive, but in a more realistic 
setting. In Blowout, we empathize 
with the hero's (played by John 
Travolta) anger and frustration 
~ith t~e infle~dble system. The 
mtertwmed conflicts of Donald 
Sutherland and Kate Milligan in 
Eye Of The Needle complicates the 
theme ~f struggle by putting it in a 
romantic cloak and dagger setting· 
an old formula that still works. ' 
Perhaps the brightest spot of the 
summer came from the back seat 
of an expensive Rolls Royce. 
Arthur showcases the talented 
Dudley Moore and the astute Sir 
Jo~n Gielgud in a tightly scripted, 
delightful farce . The rich drunk 
f~ol who is looking for true love 
tnps through this film and into the 
laughs of the audience. 
Filmmakers have found some 
formulas that work well both 
fi nanc iall y and criticall y. 
Hollywood's improved attitude 
and_ themes will hopefully continue 
on mto the rest of the season. 
,,, 
,, 
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A ·happy mixtui-e in the.J(}hnson 
ATTENTION 
STUDENTS 
Pick up your student 
athletic tickets 
at the Field House 
Ticket Office 
before Saturday's 
football game against 
AIC. 
The office is open 
Mon.-~ri. 8:30 ·a.m.-6:00 p.m. 
and 
Saturday starting at. 9:30 a.m. 
By Todcl ·lnlne Oedipus•own'fate. Oedipus"Rex is Later in Matcb, the UNH Dance 
Can forty English orientals, a Sophocles' m~st famous tragedy, Theater Company will present its 
slew of ancient Greeks, and several one that has made its influence ori eighth annual ~ncert directed by 
American archaeologists find the theater felt for almost 2500 Jean Brown, Jean Mattox, and-
happin~ss-togcther? years. Oedipu.r.:Rexwillbetfiefirst Larry Robertson. ·The Company 
They ~n if thefre part of the play presented in the JohnJon will present new faculty works in 
Universit}ts 58th Theater season. during the secpnd semester, jazz, ballet, and modern dance. 
The Mikado.,. Oedipus Rex, and running from felmiary·23 through Fin~shing off the seas.on · is 
.'('he Mo11111' Builders .. are_ three. of the 27th. . · Murray Schisg&rs comedy,. Luv, a 
the plays· coming to the Johnson This spring will.bring fine-dance bright comedy about a woman, her 
Theater this fall. The Mikado, a as well. husband, and · her ex-husband. 
comic opera · by Gilbert and The New England Regional of The more miserable the three 
Sullivan, will open the season on the American .. College· Pance- become, the funnier the play gets. 
October 20th. Since 1885 it has Festival will f~tu-re works by Luv will be directed by David J. 
been the· most celebrated and university and ·1:ollege coinpanies Magidson. . 
-popular of ·their works. It is a selected thrQugh regional Is there free. will? And more 
clever satire of victorian England, adjucation. · important, can an archaeologist 
disguised in a humorous japanese The companies will be uncover vestiges of Gilbert and 
setting. -Gilbert B. Davenport is competing in Dlii'hain for-selection Sullivan? For the answer to these 
the show's artistic director, to the national festival at the and other questions, stay tuned to 
Nanette Arnstein is the musical Kennedy Center -in Washington, the University Theater's S8th 
director, and Carol A. Lucha is the D.C. season. producing director. Casting for ______ ___.;. _________________ _ 
The Mikado was completed last 
night and Lucba is enthusiastic 
about the production. "We have.a 
great cast of 40 enthusiastic 
students," she said. 
As the last echoes of The 
Mikado begin to fade, students 
and faculty will start work on The 
Mound Builders, a drama by 
Lanford Wilson, author of Talley's 
Folly and The Fifth of July, and 
one of America's greatest living 
pl~wrights. The Mound Builders 
(December 1-S) is set at an 
archaelogical dig in the midwest, 
but it concerns much more than a 
group of scientists pawing through 
dirt. The play develops conflicts 
between conservation and 
commercialism, brother and sister, 
·and husband and wife that rush 
headlong to their concJusions. 
Thebes, the setting for Oedipus 
Rex, is a city in trouble. It is being 
ravished by a mysterious plague. 
Oedipus the King appeals to the 
Oracle at Delphi for advice. He 
doesn't realize the Oracle's answer 
will question justice, free will, and 
Magnolia Jazz Band 190-81 Jazz Series. The 1981-82 Jazz Series will 
commence with Mike Markaverich and Jack Burner performing 
September 21 at 8 p.m. in the Strafford Room. (photo by Henri Barber) 
MUSQ'S 
MUB PUB NIGHTS 
JOHN BUTCHE 
with J onee Ellrthquake 
Rock Mu-sic for Y ocur Entertainment 
Friday & Saturda:y 
September I , & 12 
Doors o ·pen at 8:00: pm 
UNli & Age ID Required 








SAUL O SIDORE ·Lecture Series 
Presents 
We're looking for enthusiastic students, who 
are interested in seeking and promoting their 
unchallenged abilities through the many 
intriguing avenues of television. 




AND FORMER lVIEMBER 
OF CONGRESS 
"HUMAN RIGHTS AND 
THE REAGAN 
ADMINISTRATION" STVN's first organizational meeting 
has been changed to the COOS Room 
in the MUB PUB 
and will be held on: 
Tuesday, Sept. 15 at 9 pm 
Whether you're nursing the TV productive, techni~al, . 
journalistic, or creative talent in yo~ - let it loose! 
Sunday, Septerµber 13, 1981 
Granite State Room 
Memorial Union 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham, N.H.;8:15 p.m. 
You don't have to be an old pro, for the experience is 
awaiting you at STVN. 
Student Television 
Network 
MUB Room 110 862-2165 
FREE 
ADMISSION 
MUSO PHOTOSCHOOL & DARKROOMS 
- WE OFFER YOU: 
DARKROOMS 
3 darkrooms complete with all necessary equipment and 
c·hemicals for film and print processing 
special applications (slides, 4x5 etc) available on request 
PHOTOSCHOOL 
Beginning Courses Covering: 
Camera Handling 
exposure &: composition 
common problems & solutions 
Darkroom p r-oce·d ures 





Classes meet for 2 hours once a week for 6 weeks 
C lass sizes are small to offer better instruction. 
REGISTRATION 
Registration is from Sept. 14-18 in Rm. 148 of the MU~ 
Photoschool $40(Including semester darkroom use) 
Darkroom only $30/ sem. 
*prices are for students only - non-students add $5 
FOR QUESTIONS SEE DALE OR DA VE IN THE MUSO OFFICE 
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HE Ll~O ~ M'< Nf\ r'\E 15 ALAN SMIT 
TH lS IS FRANKLIN ooass. 
AND OV£R HERE. ... 
,, 
U j I. O../Y\ Sob fou f'\V.ST be /'t'\'f t\ew 
rooff\ i e " 
' 
••• 1 S !AMES DUFFY. 
OUR ONE THOUGHT IS TO 
MAKE YOU SMILE! 
John Frazier 
Wally . FreshID.an 
by Ted Everitt 
Located at 56 Main St. (below T & C), Durham 
Welcome Back! Hope You're Hungry! 
Luncheon Specials Daily · s2.95 
*Sausage Pannigiano All Seri~ed With Dem,i-Salads 
*Baked Ziti 
*Sauteed Artichoke Hearts 
We also have a full wine selection 
:• ' ."•• ... , 
Hours: 
Lunch Sun-Fri 11:30-2:00 p.m. 
Afternoon Coffee Sun-Fri 2:00-4:00 
Dinner Sun-Sat 4:00-9:00 p.m. 
Weekly Specials 
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CLASSIFIED 
I Personals 
WANTED-Experienced babysitter for 3 
year old plus some house cleaning. Tues. 
& Thurs., 1-4:30, Reference~ please. Call 
Donna Brown, 868-7526. 
FOR SALE-1 twin bed w/metal frame, 
$10;. 1 twin bed w/maple head board, 
$25; 15 cu. ft refrig., $50; melmac dishes, 
$5. Call Donna Brown, 868-7526. 
1970 Volvo Wagon White w/blue interior 
AM Radio Four speakers. Runs well 
$800.00 call 664-2705. 
Fisher Wood Stove. Mama Bear. Large 
door, takes large pieces of wood. Air 
Tight, excellent condition. &400.00. Call 
664-2705. 
1976 KAWASAKI KZ400--Good cond., 
13,000 mi. $700 firm. 868-5162. 
_I must sell since I'm going back to 
Germany. Triumph Spitfire, 1975, 
1500cc, 54.500 miles, blue convertible, 
hardtop, ragtop, stereo. Call 868-9807 
ask for Peter or leave message. 
Bay Quarter Horse Pony - 14.1 hands. 
Great jumper, well schooled. A terrific 
horse for a beginner or lady's pleasure. 
Asking $1800. Call evenings. 659-5948. 
9/25. 
CARS FOR SALE. VW SOUAREBACK-
1971. Very good running condition. 25-
30 m.p.g. 3 snow tires $1000.00 or b.o. 
Also a bet1ery charger. Call Nelson- 868-
7125 after 5 p.m. 
Complete stereo-Marantz FM/AM 
Reveiver (55 watts). Dual turntable and 2 
speakers. $250.00 or B.O. Call Nelson-
868-7125 after 5 p.m. 
FOR SALE: 1977 Scout 1141,000 mi. New 
ragtop, roll bar, never beached or plowed 
am/fm cassette, excellent snow vehicle, 
4 cyl. Good mpg. Call Peter at431-2016. 
lFl'!Vf:.l~~AM~Hl~E GENTLEMEN will 
be holding auditions for all male vocalists 
interested in hatmonizing with our nine 
member vocal group-Tues. and Wed., 
Sept 15 & 16. 8 p.m. at P.C.A.C. Be 
orepared. 
SPECIAL: Brake service, exhaust 
syus~ems, tune-ups, general repair. Lee 
Service Center, Rte. 125 Lee N H 
STUDENT DISCOUNTS with i.d. 9/29 . 
TYPING-Retired secretary. Experienced 
in all types of term papers. Located 
walking distance to campus. Call Anita, 
868-7078. 20 Park Court, Durham. 
10/12 
Guitar Lessons-Experienced, versatile 
pro, Berklee grad-accepting students in 
Lee, N.H. Jazz, Blues, Rock. Brian-659-
5886.9/22 
HELP WANTED: Upward Bound has 
several openings for work/study tutor 
counselors and teacher's aides. Jobs are 
8 to 10 hours per week on Monday and 
Wednesday evenings. $3.75 per hour. 
Call 862-1563 or stop by . Robinson 
House. 9/22 
WANTED: SECRET ARY. Non-Work Study 
position. Must be able to attend meeting 
Tuesdays 12:30-2:00. Approx. 5 hrs./wk. 
Contact Ann Barry, Student Senate. 862-
1490. 9/15. 
Cut me out for one dollar ($1.00) 
admission to the movie, The Four 
Seasons. Playing at THE FRANKLIN in 
Durham on Sunday, Monday, and 
Tuesday. Two shows: 7:30and 9:30. Tel. 
868-5164. Open to all ages. 9/11 
YEAH CREWI HEY CREWI Remember-
Today is T-Shirt day, so say hi and have a 
chat with a fellow camper in their Camp T-
Shirtl Hope to see you around campus . 
To Mosqui-Do--Stick a kirby up your ass 
until your rib cage gives our. Love No-Do. 
Discussion group 28. Belonging to Karen, 
John and Karen. There will be a meeting 
at Tin Palace next Wednesday at 6:30. 
Bring a friend. See ya-Love, your Coes. 
Discussion Group 5-you guys are the 
best! Love, TT & Heidi. 
Discussion Group 29-You are mighty 
fine-Thanks for a great week, Love, Deb 
and Mike. 
Hey, all you who attended Freshman 
Camp ... Thanks for a great 4 days and lots 
of memories! Cheers, POPA POPA, WE 
LOVE YOU, WE LOVE YOU, It's Hog 
Calling Time in Nebraska, Believing in 
Yourself, Others and the World, Beanies, 
85 Has Arrived, Tera Tossa, Hugby, 
Wagon Wheels, Candles, Knock, Knock ... , 
Bonfire, rotten food, all nighters, pots & 
pans wake-up, dance til you drop, talent 
or non-talent, Zambonis, Do-Boys, 
Vespers, Tears, Hugs, Laughter, and most 
of all, new friends! 
Dance under the stars. Area 2 Dance 
PRIZES UP TO $501 Coming Soont 9/14 
After over a year in the U.S. I'm going back 
to Germany and would like to thank 
everybody I've known for their help, 
·hospitality and the great times. Warmest 
regards and appreciation especially to the 
Babcock House, to the Biochemistry Dept. 
and to the International Student Advisor. 
Thank you for making m_e feel very much 
at home. Fondly, Peter-Paul. 
Psychic Readings. Life Purpose and 
. spiritual counseling. Call Suzanne-868-
5932. 9/29. 
UNH WILDCAT MARCHING BAND: We're 
gonna celebrate and have a good timel 
Get psyched for tommoro's game vs. AICI 
Senior UNH Student wanting to rent a 
garage or shed during winter months to 
store a small car. Please call 868-9806 & 
ask for Christ 
MUSO needs volunteers to help out. Get 
involved! Apply now to room 148. Free 
passes available to MUSO events. 
To my roomate "X"; Now that we can 
finally walk in the room, it's time to get 
psyched for a REALLY INCREDIBLE 
semester! Lots of fun ahead .. .it's good to 
have you there to share it with me. 
APPLE PICKERS needed for small orchard 
in Brentwood (near Exeter}. 60¢ a bushel. 
Call Deborah at Apple Annie"s 778-
0998. 
Glenn-Of course I wouldn't forget you on my 
first day of work-but then, I've never 
forgotten you, (or your name ... ) have I? 
Breakfast tomorrow? High man buys! 
Signed, the perpetual low man. 
P~tty ·a:: w ~,~~~~ i,~~k ·t~-~1~ ·st~i~ u :. ~~~~ 
if it is just for one day. Things won't be the 
same without you, but that doesn't tnean I 
have to stop writing you personals. By the 
way, you;lJave been the first ever inducted 
into the Monday Night Drinking Club Hall 
of Fame. Congratulations! Can we celebrate 
oy~r .~ _b_r~-:v_ !~ .<;~~ .~i_P_?:·: .. ............ . 
Get Fast Results for Only $1 
Class Ads in The New Hampshire 
muso now accaotina 
aa0Hca11ons tor Pub 
Programmer and an 
Office Manager. 
Pub Programmer requires a 
responsible, outgoing 
individual interested 1n 
music (local bands), working 
with agents. 
Office Manager is in charge 
of office procedures. 
L------------------------------
GREAT EXPERIENCE for 
future career opportunities! 
Applications available now in MUSO, Room 
148 in the MUB. Stop by for a more detailed 
job description. Deadline is September 25. 
BALLET 
ffiill Pond Center, Inc. 
.. RFD 3 Box l Newmarket Rood 
) ··· ·Durham, New Ham shire 03824 
.. A non-prof,! orgam1at1on dedicated to fostenng community ,nteresl ,n the arls · 
FALL PROGRAMS FOR YOUTH 
MODERN DANCE 
MOVEMENT FOR ATHLETES 
YOUTH SEACOAST COMMUNITY ORCHESTRA 
CREATIVE DANCE 
SEACOAST CHILDREN'S CHORUS ~ 
ACTING WORKSHOP ~ 













OPEN HOUSE - SUNDAY, SEPT. 13, 2 - 5 P.M. 
Write or call the Mill Pond Center for add1t1onaf ,nformahon and appllcahons. 868-7073 
YOU DON'T 
HAVE TO DANCE AT 
THE FRANKLIN 
YOU MAY JUST 
DRINK AND SIT! 
The Franklin Ballroom 
Jen kins Court 
Durham 
Men's and Women's 
Hairstyling 
Now Open until 8:00 p.m. 
Tues. thru Fri. 
until 5:00 p.m. Mon. and Sat. 
The Student Senate 
is now accepting applications -C~ 
for the position of: "\.>\J:' ~ 
~~,~~ 0~ 
s\ll ~ :f ~\ls 
\\.~ c\\~\\l 
Applications are now available 
in Room 130 of the MUB 
f)eadline: Friday, Sept. 18 
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Get involved! 




the college plan from Fidelity Union Life 
has been the most accepted, most popular life insurance 
program on campuses all over America. 
Find out why. . • 
Call the Fidelity Union Life F1~l1D(, 
Field Associate in your area: Urnontife 
UNH FLYING CLUB 
introductory meeting 
Wed. Sept. 16 at 7:00 p.m. 
Horton 207 
,~ SLEIN/--, ~ 
! continued from page 2) 
As the crew got closer to home, 
the monotony of the landscape and 
the constant pedaling made the 
students anxious to get to their 
own familiar city. Though 
sometimes singing to keep spirits 
up, the students also found other 
ways to relieve their boredom. 
When they passed a golfing 
range in Michigan, Slein leaped 
over the fence and offered a 
bewildered golf er a dollar for one 
swing at his golf ball. After one 
good stroke, he hopped back on 
his bike and caught up with his 
comrumions. . 
Upon arriving home~ his 
advice to those contemplating a 
cross-country bike trip of their 
own was simple: "Don't think 
about it, just do it. On something 
like this, the less you know, the 
better off you are.,. 
Soccer 
,,_ (continued from page 20) -
assist while Walters notched a lone 
score. 
"The last three games last year, 
Tim (Linehan) and Scott (Reither) 
could have been the best two 
players on the field," said Kullen. 
Get a S2Q_rebate 
ont11e 
Tl-59 Programmable. Kevin Reusch, co-captains Mike Colburn and John Foerster, and freshman Scott True will start as fullbacks. 
George Gaillardetz returns as 
goaltender after an impressive 
1980 season. Gaillardetz averaged 
7. I 3 saves per game last year and 
had a 2.53 goals-against-average. 
He blocked I 07 scoring attempts' 
and was beaten 38 times. 
UNH ended last year's debacle 
with a bright note by overcoming 
Middlebury and Babson College 
by scores of 2-1 and 1-0. The.'Cats 
tied Dartmouth College 1-1 for 
their season's finale. 
"If you had to go 3-11-1," said 
Kullen," that was the way to go. 
The last three ga :nes will carry us 
over. We finally played together as 
a team." 
But what of the previous games? 
The shutouts? The inability to 
score? 
"It was like anything that could 
go wrong, did. But they are all 
better players because of it. We 
weathered last year's early storm 
and are better now because of it." 
Celebrity Series 
Hartford Ballet 
Friday, September 18 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
Tickets in Advahce 
Students/ Senior Citizens $5 
Faculty / Staff $6 
General $7 
All Tickets at the Door $7 
Memorial Union 
Ticket Office 
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m:-4 p.m. 
862-2291 
Even without the $20 rebate, the TI-59 is special-it's our most 
powerful programmable,and we've never offered it at a lower price. 
The TI-59 gives you up to 960 program steps, or up to 100 
memories, plus magnetic card read/write capability. You can also 
slip in one of Tl's Solid State Software™ modules and success-
fully attack complex engineering, business, statistical and 
scientific problems. And by adding the optional 
PC-lO0C printer, you can record 
your calculations. 
So if you like the idea of 
having real programmable 
power, take us up on.pur 
rebate offer. Buy a TI-59 
now, and fill out the coupon 
below. The offer ends 
Dec.31, 
I
I ~ bought my TI-59 Programmable at 
(store name): ________ _ 
[ and have attached the dated sales 
receipt and completed customer infor-
mation card (packed in box). My Tl-59 
Serial No.is ______ (from 
back of calculator). Please send my $20 
rebate check to: · 
NAME - ------ ----
CITY ____ _ 
Send to: Texas Instruments TI-59 Rebate Offer, 
P. 0 . Box 725 Dept. 59, Lubbock, Texas 79491. 
NOTE: ProofofpurrhaS(' must be dated between August 1, 
1981 and Dn·t>mber 31. 1981. Offer void where prohibited . 
Offer good only in U.S.A. Rebate applies to purchases ofTl-59 · 
Programmable only. Items must be postmarked by .January 




', f , • 
Another good deal!" 
I • 
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Yankee Conference Preview :·····tfM·;·;·;·--·I;······~i";~; .. · 
1 
MASSACHUSETTS: The-Minutemen from Amherst 
seem to have the cards stacked in their favor this autumn. 
Eighteen starters return, evenly distributed among the 
offense and defense. Ray Benoit, a starter and All-
Yankee Conference choice at middle guard two years 
ago, is among them, a~d he heads an impressive defensive 
unit. Frank DiTommaso is gone at defensive end, but 
brother Pete returns at linebacker, along with Eric 
Cregan and Dan Detrie at tackles. 
On the offensive side, Garry Pearson, who lead UMass 
in rushing (1 ,033 yards), receiving (28) and scoring (92 
points) is back at tailback with Dean Pecevich returning 
at quarterback. Only fullback Brian Heyworth and Mike 
Barbiasz are missing from· the star-studded cast of last 
year. Losing only that rain-soaked debacle with BU, the 
Minutemen were denied at leasta piece of the YC crown 
for the first time since l 976. 
Coach Bob Picket doesn't say much, because there is 
not much to discuss. He knows what his returning 
warriors can do and so does everyone else. The feeling 
around the league is that UMass is a head above the pack 
with UNH, BU and UConn waiting for their chance to 
spring at the Minutemen's throat. 
2 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY: In 1979, BU got its first 
taste of Yankee Conference title ownership. That year, 
the Terriers shared the crown with UMass. Last season 
coach Rick Taylor's squad went undefeated and untied i~ 
the conference and brought the Bean pot solely to Boston 
since BU entered the conference in 1973. BU has made a 
commitment to upgrade most of its athletic programs 
and their gridders are just now bearing the fruit of that 
effort. 
This year, however, they must replace quarterback Jim 
Jensen, who stepped up to the Miami Dolphins of the 
NFL after graduation. Jim English, a sophomore, will 
replace him with junior Alan Arison in reserve. At 
tailback, junior Gregg Drew set a school rushing record 
(1159 yards) as a sophomore and he is the number one 
man on offense. Sean Weeks is gone at fullback, but 
Courtney McLaughlin and Dave Rutherford will help 
tackle Bob Speight (6' 5", 265 lbs.), a pro prospect, block 
fo r Drew. 
On defense, another pro prospect, Chris Lindstrom, 
whose brother plays for the NFL's Kansas City Chi~fs, 
heads a unit that lost some people, but is still talented. 
Defensive end Reggie Robinson was All-East and co-
captain Rick Continelli and converted cornerback Rich 
Coppola, both linebackers, seem to be solid up front . 
All-East linebackers Mike Kelleher (Honorable mention 
All-America) and Neil McGrath will be missed, however. 
3 
NEW HAMPSHIRE: Coach Bill Bowes has tfie 
typical preseason problems of any college football coach. 
He has solid players back and some holes to fill. Most of 
the holes, however, are on defense, as IO starters return 
on offense in 1981. Outside linebacker, defensive tackle, 
arid backfield reserves pose Bowes 's most difficult 
problems. But the talent the Wildcats have could take 
them somewhere. 
Chris Pinter, a former fullback, Brian Clark and Brian 
Strachan, both former defensive backs, and Brian 
fill.erlock, a former defensive end make up the outside 
line backing corps. Massive Steve Doig and talented but 
oft-injured Al Souza are strong as inside linebackers and 
Eric Elofson, a sophomore, has impressed at tackle to 
2ive the Wildcats a stro112 middle. Last vear's himlv-
touted• freshman, Kevin Murphy, moves to the other 
tackle from iinebacker. 
On offense, Denis Stevens moves into his second year 
at quarterback. Stevens was 10-14 na~~ino in lut 
Saturday's scrimmage with Yale and can really run.Mark 
Nichols, 5'7, J65 lbs., along with speedster Curt 'Collins 
and gimpy Jim Quinn give the 'Cats dept}l at tailback. the 
most worked position in the UNH playbook. With John 
Nocera and Tom Calkins at fullback and enormous front 
line, the rushing totais may run off the paperthisseason. 
Ken Kaplan (6'5, 270 lbs) and Jim Fitzgerald (6'4,255lbs) 
are a pair of bookend tackles, who should, along with 
their linemates, open chasms in the opposition's line for 
UNH backs. 
4 
CONNECTICUT: It is very hard to pick as talented a 
team as U Conn to finish fourth. The Huskies could easily 
push BU or UNH down in the standings. Quarterback 
Ken Sweitzer's 1035 yards of passing yardage set a 
conference record and he can run as well. Leading rusher 
Tony Jordan (508 yards) returns with Joe Addison and 
Joe Marcus to provide experience in the backfield with 
Sweitzer. Three of five starting offensive linemen, along 
with big-play receiver Reggie Eccleston, are gone. 
Eccleston takes 50 catches and 9 touchdowns with him, 
but even without him there is always danger present in the 
form of Sweitzer. 
On defense, Jeff Thomas and Darrel Wilson are gone 
from the UConn defense to tryouts in the NFL. 
However, coach Walt Nadzak will have Mike Harkins, 
Dewey Raymond and Pete Rostosky returning to guard 
the goal line. There are some question marks, but enough 
talent returns from the 1980 team which was 12 seconds 
away from beating BU and grabbing a share of the YC 
title last year, (BU won at the end, 28-24), to make the 
Huskies a legitimate contender. 
5 
RHODE ISLAND: The Rams were 2-9Jast year, but 
gave people the shivers on a couple of occasions. UNH 
needed a last-second broken-plan touchdown to edge 
URI in Durham, 31-28 last season and BU squeaked by 
the Rams 24-13. It is not a bad football team. Tailback 
Jon Rodgers (617 yards) returns and junior Dave 
Grimsich has beaten out three-year starter'ierry Ly;nch 
at quar_ter~ack. 
Lineman Bill Bonatti has mononeucleosis and is out of 
the offensive picture, but big backs Joe Brooks and 
Fabian Flori (bench presses 450 lbs.) should provide 
some blocking. On defense, N oseguard Barney Renaldi, 
who bench presses 490 lbs. and is referred to ·by coach 
Bob Griffin aS""the "strongest ever" at URI, is the keystone 
of the defensive line. Aptly named Paul Hitt will return 
to head the linebackers. 
6 
MAINE: New coach Ron Rogerson knew right where 
to start when he took over from Jack Bicknell. He 
instituted a Wing-T offense to more fully utilize All-
World tailback Lorenzo Bouier. The Black Bear's 
breakaway threat ran around, over, and through 
opposing d.efenses for 1622 yards last season despite 
being keyed on and constantly pursued with or without 
the ball. 
Pete Oullette, another halfback, who is among the 
leaders in the country in punt returns, will help ease the 
pressure on Bouier. Mike Beauchemin will be at the helm 
as Dave Rebholz recovers from a tough freshman year. 
Center Steve Keating is excellent on the offensive line, 
while defensively, standouts Ryck (yes, Ryck) Suydam at 
Nose Guard and Phil Ferrari f.t Defensive End will give 
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This summer league was sure 
Summer league basketball is funny. You 
don't want to sweat your brains outfor3½ hours 
a day, you don't want to work on fundamentals, 
and you want everyone to get a chance to play. 
But there's only one problem: you still want to 
win. 
Coming off another hectic intercollegiate 
season at UNH, I was ready for some kickback, 
play-it-cool, behind-the-back passing summer 
basketball. No windsprints at the end of practice. 
Heck, I didn't want practice at all 
The best part was we might not have a coach. 
Democracy from the sidelines. I was psyched. 
Well, we got a coach, and it changed 
everything. For one thing, our coach was unlike 
~y other rve had. He was a guy. He bought us 
beers after the game. And he was black 
Since I'm not prejudiced against any of the 
above, that's not what bothered me. What did 
bother me was when he called a 10 a.m. practice. 
And expected everyone to be there. 
I was there for the first practice promptly at 10. 
I was sure the novelty of hard work would wear 
off as the sun became brighter and the need for 
tans more urgent 
It didn't My coaeh, Chip, believed in summer 
ieague practice. And actually, he made me 
realize I did too. 
His full name was John Saunders and he had 
quite a background. He never bothered to 
graduate from high school Yet he went on to 
become an engineer. He didn't like that, so he 
quit Now he sells cemetery plots, because that's 
what he enjoys. 
The first game he showed up in cutoffs, only 
they were polyester cutoffs. I had never seen that 
before. I probably won't again. 
Chipper tried to be calm before our first game. 
Actually without much luck He bounced around 
like a jumping bean, artd in the process forgot to 
sign us in the book. 
He got better as the season went on. He broke 
into a large, toothy grin when we won, and tried 
to shake it off with the wave ofhis hand when we 
didn't 
"I'll never swear at you kids, my son is here, 
scoring," he promised. "As long as we hustle, 
that's-all you can ask" 
When we lost our first game to Cambridge, he 
took it okay. When we lost our second, he took it 
hard It was an away game and it was a long ride 
home. The whole time he couldn't stop talking 
about "how we should have taken it" 
But he never yelled at us. He had a lot of 
composure. He didn't even yell at his son when 
he realized after a loss to the first place team in 
• no vacation 
overtime that John Saunders, Jr. had added the 
score wrong and we had actually won. 
Because of conflicting schedules of each 
player, by ~e end of the summeqve were lucky if 
enough kids showed up for a four-on-four 
workout But Chip always came. He even 
scheduled his work around our practices. 
I guess that's why in the first round of the 
playoffs, when we started to fold and Chip stru::ted 
to curse, we busted our tails even after we though 
we had given all we had. That's probably why all 
of us played that game like it was for the national 
championship, and we won it by a point 
Then we lost to Cambridge again, this time in 
the finals. It was an even longer ride home this 
time. 
'They outhustled us," Chip said. He looked 
sad. "I wanted to break my pencil in half, but 
some of your parents were there." 
Maybe it was only summer league. But I was 
sony it was over. I wouldn't be in the North 
Shore area again, and it was the first and last time 
time I would have Chip Saunders as a coach. 
He had his faults like anyone else. He listened 
to KISS 108 too much and was too big a softie to 
ever be a college coach. But for our team, he was 
petfect 
After all, it was only summer league. 
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Sports 
Gametime 1: 30 p.m. 
Football .is back; UNH hosts AIC tomorrow 
By Larry McGrath 
The lines of Cowell Stadium are 
freshly marked once again as the 
1981 college football season UNH-
style begins tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. 
· in Durham. The Wildcats of New 
Hampshire hope to take a lesson 
from last year and get off the 
ground early, beginning with 
American International College. 
In 1980, the 'Cats started 
dismally, losing their first three 
games before going on a six-game 
win streak. Massachusetts brought 
UNH back to earth, whipping the 
'Cats, 17-0 in the finale. It was 
schizophrenia at its best. 
AI C was the model of 
consistency, going 8-2 and beating 
Northeastern 21-15 . UNH also 
played NU and thrashed them, 48-
12. Although AIC is a Division II 
team, the 'Cats should have their 
hands full tomorrow. 
Collfos was ECAC offensive 
Rookie-of-the-Year last season, 
but he too is not ·number one man 
at tailback. 
Surprise, surprise! Nichols was a 
stellar junior varsity performer last 
year, but saw limited varsity 
action. That is where the surprises 
at tailback end. Bowes's offensive 
game plan has varied little from 
year to year. So, '".the tailback's 
number will be called and recalled 
tomorrow afternoon as usual. 
Collins may start tomorrow due to 
Nichols's pulled hamstring muscle. 
Denis Stevens is back at the 
helm· this year and the senior 
quarterback was firing straight 
and true last Saturday in the 
scrimmage against Yale. Stevens, a 
co-captain, hit on 10 of 14 passes 
and, in all, looked very sharp. The 1 
man can run, too. 
"There is no question that Denis 
is the leader of the offensive team," 
Bowes said. "He has exhibited a lot 
of confidence and has been 
throwing extremely well. We 
expect big things from Denis this 
year." 
"AIC is going to be as tough as 
any team we play this year," UNH 
head coach Bill Bowes said. "They 
are rated one of the top Division II 
teams in the country. We will have 
to play well to win. We want to 
move the football, in order to keep 
their fine offensive unit off the 
field, they have fine skill people.•• 
UNH should be able to keep 
AIC's" offense off the field for a 
long time, if you go by the "tale of 
the tape." The Wildcat offensive 
line legitimately averages 6'3", 253 
lbs. and is led by two large and 
talented tackles. Ken Kaplan (6'5", 
270 lbs.) and Jim Fitzgerald (6'4", 
255 lbs.) will lead the Wildcat 
charge this season. 
The offense seems set with its I 0 
starters returning. Gerry Healy 
and Paul Gorham are both fine 
ught ends and if Healy is hurt, 
Gorham will be a very competent 
replacement. Defensively, the 
'Cats hav~ talent, but not a whole 
lot of experience. Co-captain Joe 
Clemente is the only returnee on 
the defensive line. Junior Mark 
Brady will join Clemente at end 
and two sophomores Eric Elofson 
and Kevin Murphy will be at 
The Wildcat defense must rise to th~ occasion to stop AIC's potent attack tomorrow in their opener(Flle photo) 
Behind those two behemoths, 
5'7", 165 lbs. scatback Curt 
Collins , fellow sophomore Mark 
Nichols and Jim Quinn will run for 
daylight between the redwoods. 
Quinn, a second-team All-Yankee 
Conference pick with 887 yards 
and IO touchdowns in 1980, now 
finds himself third on the depth 
chart after suffering a groin pull 
lifting weights d1Jring the summer. 
tackle. 
"Elofson played real well for a 
sophmore tackle against Yale," 
Bowes said. "(Steve) Doig and (Al) 
Souza as inside linebackers make 
us strong up the middle.•· 
Doig was the leading Wildcat 
tackler last year and an honorable 
mention All-American. His 6'3", 
235 lbs. frame is mobile enough to 
have pro scouts i~ and out of 
Durham all fall. This senior is one 
person who should never have the 
problem of getting sand kicked in· 
his face at the beach. Souza is a 
very talented player, but must stay 
healthy to help the 'Cats this year. 
The four names on the UNH 
depth chart under outside 
linebacker have never been there 
before. Chris Pinter and Brian 
Clark, the probable starters, were 
not playing and at cornerback, 
·respectively last year. Pinter was a 
fullback two years ago, ·but sat out 
a year with a head injury. The two-
backups, Brian Strachan and 
Brian Sherlock, were at defensive 
back and defensive end, 
respectively, last season. 
In the backfield, Mike Gooden 
may or may not return from his 
injury, pending further tests. The 
starters are fine (Arnold Garron, 
Ron MacDonald, and Peter 
Bergeron), but the reserve is thin. 
- . -· - - .. 
See page 19 
for YC Preview 
AIC comes packing some 
offensive punch, with quarterback 
Brian McLean at the helm, Fred 
. Papale (28 catches, 373 yards and 3 
TDs) catching and Kevin Johnson 
running, the 'Cats will be put to the 
test early and often .. 
"We're real young. We may have 
the kind of defense where we stop 
them on two plays-and then make 
a young mistake," Bowes said." At 
least early in the year until the kids 
get experience. We're not really 
disappointed in the number one 
defente, but we were disappointed 
in the way we played the perimeter 
(sides)." 
UNH will have to play all areas 
well, because despite and 
enrollment of 1,500, AIC crowds 
some good football players in ther.e 
somehow. An 8-2 team that brings 
back 16 starters is never any 
cakewalk, no matter what division. 
'Cats open season at home today against BU 
By Steve Damish 
Sport is comprised of 
fundamentals. And one basic 
element essential for achieving 
success in sports is scoring. 
The 1979 UNH soccer team 
demonstrated the importance of 
scoring. 
It netted 25 season goals en 
route to a 10-5-2 overall record and 
a Yankee Conference Champion-
ship with a 5-1 tally. 
In 1980, Wildcat fans witnessed 
just the opposite. They saw a 
floundering offense score only 
seven times and squeeze out a 3-11-
1 record. 
"It was a combination of factors 
last year," said coach Bob Kullen. 
"We had eight new players and 
only three returners from 1979." 
This year UNH has the returners 
as nine lettermen will strengthen 
the team. And they have the 
confidence. 
"I think that we are fortunate to 
have a good nucleus returning," 
said Kullen. "We are much farther 
ahead this year than we were last 
year at this time.~ 
But when the Wildcat's host 
Boston University today at 3:00 for 
their season debut, all eyes will 
focus on the offense. B. U. shutout 
UNH 3-0 last year. 
Can they score more than seven 
goals this year? 
Can they put themselves on the 
scoreboard in more than four 
games, a feat not accomplished in 
1980? 
Will they be able to successful~y 
The Morning Line 
. 
House Steve Larry Lonnie UIO Mike 
Line Oamish McGrath Brennan Grad Bruckner 
(0-0) (0-0) (0-0) (0-0) (0-0) 
AIC at UNH 
UNH by 6 UNH UNH UNH UNH UNH 
" Holy Cross at BU 
BU by 3 BU HC BU BU HC 
Temple at Syracuse 
Syr. Syr. Temple _Syr. Syr. Syracuse by 12 
Maine at Lehigh 
Lehigh by 17 Lehigh Lehigh Maine Maine Maine 
URI at Boise St. 
Boise St; by 12 BSU BSU URI BSU BSU 
UConn at utonn 
Bucknell by 10 UConn Bucknell UConn UConn UConn 
Editor's note: All handicappers are picking against the house line. This week's guest is UNH Assistant Sports 
Information Director Mike Bruckner, who held a similar position at AIC before coming to Durham. The Old 
Grad is an alumnus of UNH, who will donate $50 to the UNH 100 Club every time he is beaten by the guest 
handicapper. 
forget last year's 11 shutouts--six 
in which they outshot their 
opponents but gained nothing? 
"The good thing about college 
sports," said Kullen, ••is that once 
last season is over, it's gone." 
But what about your offensive 
inefficiency? 
"There is no question about it 
that we are doing more shooting 
drills." 
UNH has only one forward 
returnin~ this year, Tim Linehan, 
whi h raises rurtherthc question of 
UN H's scoring potentiai. Linehan 
scored but one goal last season. 
Sophomores Chris Diego, Ron 
Fancy and Bob Rameysem will 
join Linehan as starting forwards. 
At midfield, Eric Chunburg will 
accompany 1980 lettermen Mike 
Pilot, Scott Reither, and Jamie 
Walters. 
Reither led the team in scoring 
last year with two g~als and one 
SOCCER, page 18 
Durham will be the scene tomorrow for the UNH Invitational 
Volleyball Tournament. Action will begin at 9 a.m.(Flle photo) 
